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GETTING
SHACKED
Intro > Most of you won't know
Iain Fullerlove, but many will have
come across 'Shina' - as he's more
commonly known - if you've spent
much time partying and kiting
around Mui Ne in the last six
years. He has a cracking story of
falling in love with kiting, leaving
his city job in London and winding
up with the sweetest of lifestyles
in Vietnam. He's also built a kite
pad to die for and here he explains
how the foundations for such a
set-up were cemented in place

Caption > Shina's Mui Ne kite crib
photo > fisheyeproduction.com

words > Shina
Caption > Apparently being able to
roll from bed to pool was in the plans

i

learnt to windsurf at 16 in the
early 70s and did an RYA
instructor course when I was
19, working around the beaches of
north Wales for a couple of years
after that. After falling out of love
with windsurfing (and carrying all
that gear around), I got into 'breadhead' mode and the IT industry,
working around London. I did ten
years off and on in the heart of the
city during the prime yuppie years as
a computer consultant in the banks. I
finally saw the light and headed off
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on a round-the-world trip for 18
months, but got sucked back into
the money trap again when I came
back for a couple of years. Thankfully
it was only to replenish the bank
account, escaping again to tour India
for six months and 12,000km on an
Enfield Bullet motorbike. I went back
to the city one last time before they
finally booted me out in 1998.
I had been playing around with
the internet and websites for a
couple of years by then, so decided
to start my own web design

business, managing to gradually
build the business up with my
partner over the next three years.
Working our balls off we survived the
dot com bubble burst in 2000, but
the business turned to dust in the
second half of 2001. Our biggest
customer’s biggest customer was
Cantor Fitzgerald, whose offices were
on the 101st floor of One World Trade
Center – virtually all Cantor’s staff
perished in the 9/11 attacks, as did a
large part of our revenue. Nineteen
days later Barclays cancelled our
overdraft on the strength of 9/11
recession fears (they let me know by
bouncing my cheques, then waiting
for me to phone them – I guess
trying to save the cost of the call).
We sold the business’s software
assets, customer contracts,
computers and paper clips two
months later, 24 hours before the
VAT man came to shut us down. We
managed to clear all our debts (just),
and I walked away with the shirt on
my back, but nothing more. After
three years of 80 hour weeks I
vowed that I’d never make work or
money my god again.

Free again, I bought a ticket for
the Caribbean island of St Martin
with my air miles, wrote a credit card
cheque for £1000 and headed off. I’d
heard about kitesurfing and loved
flying Peter Powell stunt kites as a
kid. I had a gut feeling that it was
the one for me. Once there I traded
my website skills for a hotel room, a
kitesurfing course and a Wipika
Airblast kite, and started a love affair
that has lasted longer than any other
I’ve known.
A year later I settled back in the
UK in Brighton. It was obvious to me
that a proper job was just going to
interfere with my kitesurfing – in
Brighton you’re a slave to the wind
and the tides, which rarely dovetail
with the 9 to 5 grind – so I resolved
to find ways of working which didn’t
involve much, well, work. I
discovered the wonderful world of
affiliate marketing, my particular
niche being to buy online advertising
and send people to an airport car
parking website who paid me
commission if someone bought a
parking space. A beautiful business
model which involved very little work
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Caption > Shina at home at Hon Rom
photo > Steve Hermann

once the ad campaigns were set up.
Brighton is a great place to live
and an awesome place to kite in the
right conditions, but after kiting
there through two summers and
winters, I knew I didn’t have any
more European winters left in me. In
September 2005, looking down the
barrel of another season of six
degree water temperatures, five mill
wetsuits and frozen fingers, I
googled 'Asia kitesurf wind' and up
came Mui Ne, Vietnam. Within two
minutes I knew where I was headed
for that winter.
MY EARLY YEARS IN VIETNAM
I booked a flight, packed my kites,
and arrived in Saigon (or Ho Chi
Minh City as the victorious North
Vietnamese renamed it) in early
October 2005. I wasn't sure what to
expect – most of our perceptions on
Vietnam and the Vietnamese are
sourced from the classic war films of
the last 30 years – fanatical, ruthless
guerrillas, dense and rain soaked
jungle. What I found was a vibrant,
fast growing city full of friendly
people, getting on with their lives,

working hard and loving life. The first
night I was there I wandered the
streets until after midnight, chatting
to people and soaking up the
atmosphere. Despite what you might
think, you can walk around Saigon
safely – safer than London or LA,
that’s for sure. When you talk to the
Vietnamese, you realise that your
preconceived ideas about Vietnam
and the war are way off target – the
American war - as it's called over
here - is ancient history to most
Vietnamese; there is a real culture of
looking forward rather than back –
and there have been plenty of other
wars here in the last 60 years –
against the French, the Chinese and
the Cambodians. And the Vietnamese
have won all of them, in the end.
I chose Mui Ne because it is one
of the windiest spots in Asia, but I
ended up staying here because of
the people who live here. From the
moment I first pumped up on the
beach and got chatting to the
instructors working at the school on
that stretch of beach, I started
meeting friends who I still have now.
In those days it was pretty new for

all of us – there were only a handful
of instructors who were in their
second season, most were there for
the first time – and that first season
was magical. Despite the instructors
and beach boys working for different
schools, they were never in
competition with each other, it was
one party team; everybody eating
together, drinking together, partying
together – in just a few weeks I felt
like I had family there. Always a core
group of ‘locals’ as we call ourselves,
plus a heap of new friends drifting in
and out. It's the nicest vibe I’ve
experienced anywhere in the world,
having travelled through quite a bit
of it over the last 20 years. Some
kitesurfing scenes can be pretty
‘cliquey’ – Mui Ne never was – didn’t
seem to matter whether you were a
newbie just finished your IKO, or a
sponsored pro, you were part of the
party team.
I was kind of old for the scene at
43 when I first came out, but for me
it was like being teleported back to
being 22 again – and that’s a good
feeling! I’d take a bit of stick for
being old enough to be everybody’s

dad, but I just partied as hard as the
rest of the guys...
OUR HOUSE IN VIETNAM
The idea of building a house here
came about almost by accident – I
had transferred some money to
Vietnam to invest in a business
project that didn’t come off, so I
started to look for other ideas. A
piece of land came up, not right on
the sea, but in the countryside –
and perfectly placed at a ten minute
drive between both Mui Ne beach,
where most of the kiting goes down
as well as all the after-kite partying,
and Hon Rom, a wild wave beach
which is directional-heaven.
Suddenly, after living in $5 per night
hotel rooms for three seasons, the
thought of a country house with a
pool started to sound like a
wonderful idea.
Managing the building project
myself was way too daunting. I was
lucky enough to find a couple of
guys who were able to help; Rofail
Gerais, an Australian builder with 20
years experience who now lives in
Mui Ne, and his Vietnamese
WWW.KITEWORLDMAG.COM > 129
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Caption > Built for apres-kite entertainment
photo > fisheyeproduction.com

KITING CONDITIONS AND SPOTS
There are lots of high season kiting options from mid-November to
early April. Mui Ne beach is the most popular place to ride, and usually
delivers light wind in the mornings with a light chop, perfect for
learning. The wind builds during the day, peaking with strong winds
around 2pm, often with great ramps for twin-tip riders and a very
rideable shore-break for wave riders.
Mid afternoon, head off on a downwinder to Phan Thiet; an epic trip
of 15 kilometres featuring variable conditions, numerous bays and
beaches, little flat water spots behind sea walls, a super-clean wave
break, a fleet of fishing boats to ride through, a harbour entrance to
negotiate with a big harbour wall and fabulous flat water spot on the
leeward side. The downwinder finishes on a beach which can have
really sweet waves, with a cross/cross-on wind direction. The trip can
be blasted in 45 minutes, but best to allow a couple of hours. Leave
time to nail a beer or two, then head back to Mui Ne in a taxi.
Another option is Hon Rom, around the headland to the north of
Mui Ne beach – a wave riding heaven. You can find smaller, cleaner
waves at the leeward end of the bay, gradually growing in size as you
head down to the bottom end – where there are often overhead
waves with a big swell. There aren’t much in the way of facilities on
this beach, but it's a great place to ride, and always quieter than Mui
Ne in high season.
There are plenty of other spots to ride to the north and south of
Mui Ne, and rarely explored by the masses. All you need is a
motorbike and a sense of adventure!

Caption > Long term resident ripper,
Twannie Van Lieshout

photo > fisheyeproduction.com
business partner, Cu. I gave them
my ‘back of an envelope’ house
design layouts, hand-drawn on
graph paper, and they then worked
with a local architect to produce
detailed plans for the house. Rof
and Cu ran the project entirely,
building the house to European
standards but using local builders.
Rof says he loves working with
the Vietnamese builders, but finds
them infuriating at times – like
builders everywhere, they’ve been
doing things their way for a long
time, and don’t want to change. He
130
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reckons that there wasn't a single
spirit level used on the house –
which is amazing when you see the
finished product. Primitive water
levels or homemade plumb-lines
were used instead – often made out
of a thin piece of string attached to
an M16 bullet shell casing filled with
cement – what else would you
expect in Nam?
The building team varied between
ten and 25 guys, depending on
what was going on. They built
themselves a wooden hut in front of
the house plot, where most of them

slept and ate for the main part of
the project. The house went up fast;
the main construction was
completed in about 16 weeks.
These guys don’t earn a lot of
money. At the time of the build, the
unskilled labourers were paid
around $5USD a day, with the
bricklayers and electricians maybe
getting $8USD a day – although
prices have gone up quite a bit over
the last couple of years. High
growth rates in Vietnam means that
inflation runs around 10% or more
per year.

HOUSE DESIGN
It was awesome to get a chance to
design my own house – quite hard to
sit with a blank piece of paper in
front of me and think, what the hell
do I want? The house really designed
itself though, once I’d worked on the
practical points of the place I wanted
to live in: a large open-plan living
space, as much ‘outside’ living space
as possible incorporated into the
house, with the living spaces and
bedrooms set around the swimming
pool and garden and simple ensuite
bathrooms for each of the three
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Caption > Remember the

Caption > Christian Nerdrum indy front roll
photo > Øystein Ellefsrǿd

important pre-build ceremony
before laying the first brick!

Caption > Mui Ne beach
photo > Steve Hermann
Caption > Out of the dust she rose, without a
spirit level in sight – but plenty of M16 bullet
shell casings filled with cement
photo > Shina

bedrooms. I wanted every room to
open to the outside on all floors at
least once, and windows as big as
possible to let the light flood in.
A quarter of the downstairs area of
the house is outside, right in front of
the pool, connecting directly with the
main inside living area, via large
folding doors. This has worked
beautifully, the doors are always
open when we’re awake, night and
day, so you always have the feeling
of being outside when you’re in the
living area. Rof managed to build the
open plan living area, covering half

of the area of the ground floor, with
just one central supporting pillar.
The master bedroom is on the
ground floor, with French doors
opening out right onto the
swimming pool – it means I can be
in the water with two steps from the
bed. Polished granite is not
expensive here, so we were able to
use it for the floating staircase up
to the first floor, as well as the
kitchen work surfaces. Almost half of
the upstairs is also ‘outside’ – a
huge shaded living area overlooking
the cashew tree forest that

surrounds the house, as well as the
pool, and is high enough to peek
through the trees to check for
whitecaps on the South China Sea.
The upstairs front bedroom also has
French doors overlooking the pool,
and the back bedroom looks onto
the cashew forest.
The swimming pool itself is integral
to the house living area, and always
just a few steps away. Two sides of
the pool have infinity walls and a
swimming jet allows you to swim
along without turning round. We also
have Jacuzzi jets at one end for

massaging those kiting-sore muscles
at the end of a hard day’s riding.
We always wanted to make the
house as environmentally friendly to
run as possible, so we put in really
high ceilings on both floors instead
of air conditioning and ceiling fans in
every room. The house is on a hill
above Mui Ne, so we feel the benefit
of the breeze – it's normally
pleasantly cool at any time of the
day or night. We use only solar
power for water heating and it works
perfectly throughout the seasons in
this climate. The sun shines nearly
WWW.KITEWORLDMAG.COM > 131
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Caption > Late night tales factory
photo > fisheyeproduction.com
every day here and the temperature rarely
goes below 25 degrees.
The plot size is about 700 square
metres, walled in for privacy and security,
although crimes against property and
people are pretty rare in Mui Ne compared
to Europe or the US. We’ve built the
garden from scratch over the last 15
months and during that time we’ve gone
from bare red sand, to lush tropical
gardens. The Vietnamese love their
gardens, there are plant nurseries
everywhere, and the prices are incredibly
cheap - a two-and-a-half metre alexander
palm tree will set you back around $20,
and you can get turf for a lawn for a
couple of dollars a square meter.
LIVING IN VIETNAM
Very soon after buying the land and
making the first plans to build the house, I
met a beautiful Swiss girl called Christina
who was backpacking through Vietnam,
and happened to wander into Mellow
guesthouse, a locals' hang-out. I was
totally smitten and, after chasing her back
to Switzerland a couple of times, I
managed to persuade her to move out to
Vietnam with me to share my life here.
Life here for us feels balanced – a balance
between work and play, high season and low
season, the dry and the wet. Our typical day
will be to start off with a bit of yoga, then
breakfast in the garden before getting down
to do some work on the business – I look
after the website, online marketing and
132
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admin aspects of the business, Christina
Caption > Drivers, take a break
photo > Seb Hempstead
focusses more on our customers and
relationships with the local guesthouses and
hotels. After that, the only rule we really have
with our lives comes into force: if its windy
we go kitesurfing – and in high season, its
windy most days. The constant strong
northerly winds of the high season are
replaced by lighter fickle wind from the south
in the low season – but we still get to kite a
couple of times a week on average, and the
waves stack up nicely for regular footed
directional riders, and often deliver fantastic
SUPing conditions.
In the early days before we had the
house, we would eat out every night, then
hit the bars – but these days the temptation
is to head back to the house, soak away the
kiting aches and pains sitting in the pool
getting massaged by the jacuzzi jets, with a
bottle of Tiger in hand and some chilled out
tunes on the music box.

After several years of helping friends,
family, friends of friends and friends of
family to have great holidays in Vietnam,
Shina and Christina started a business
doing just that: Kitesurf Nam:
www.vietnamkitesurfingholdays.com
Their house is available for rent for the
coming high season. Snoop around at:
www.vietnamkitesurfingholidays.com/house
Sportif offer great packages to Vietnam:
www.sportif.info
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Caption > Smiley, happy people
photo > Seb Hempstead

PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR HOUSE
BUILDING IN VIETNAM
Under current Vietnamese law, it is impossible for
foreigners to own land in Vietnam, but there are
ways around this. Foreigners can have a 100%
foreign-owned business in their name and that
company can own the land and house. Alternatively
find a friendly local Vietnamese to buy the land in
their name, then have a private legal agreement
between the two parties. Quite a lot of the residents
here are married to Vietnamese girls, which makes
the whole process a lot simpler – or more
complicated, depending on how you look at it!
Planning permission is pretty relaxed, just make
sure the land you buy is already designated as
building land; if not then you may not be able to
build legally on it at all. If your plans show you're
building a structurally sound house, then you’re free
to build pretty much anything you want.
You'll need a ‘red book’ – the equivalent of the
deed for the land. Plenty of land has no official
paperwork, so definitely avoid that. Get a lawyer to
make sure the paperwork is okay.
Land prices vary considerably, close proximity to
the sea or main roads ups the cost. Expect to pay
anything from around $20 per square metre up to
$300 or more for beachfront land. Building costs
vary according to the standard of build – but you
can expect to pay between a quarter and a third of
European costs.
Plan your build schedule around Tet –
Vietnamese New Year, the biggest holiday period in
Vietnam. Nobody wants to work over that period
which can span a few weeks. Also, nobody wants to
be involved in a project that is half-finished when Tet
starts – it's said that you will have a 'half-finished'
following year if anything is half-finished when the
holiday season begins. Consult the local specialists
about the auspicious date and time to begin the
building project –this will depend on factors like the
spot you’re building on and your birth date. There
should be a ceremony to mark the first brick laid,
with some offerings to Buddha – very important!

Caption > Rob Kidnie with punch to the midriff
photo > fisheyeproduction.com

Caption > A trip to Turtle Island is definitely worth the trek north
photo > Steve Hermann
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